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INSPECTOR DETECTOR AND THE
CASE OF THE PRECIOUS TREASURE

BOOK BY CHRISTOPHER GIESCHEN

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of lines

INSPECTOR  DETECTOR .......the hero, ala Sherlock Holmes 67

THE BARONESS OF
 BRAUNSCHWEIGER ........the villainess 100

PAULINE PRECIOUS .............the heroine, kind and brave 63

JAMES ................................butler of the Precious mansion,  44 
older, rather formal, but not stuck-up

FRAN ..................................the maid of the Precious mansion, 48 
very near-sighted; tough old lady   
when the need arises

JACK ..................................helps the baroness,dumber than 46 
a doornail

MACK .................................another, even dumber 40

CHIEF CLINKER ...................police chief, no nonsense 16 
approach (male or female)

LOU....................................surveyor, in reality is Pauline’s aunt 30

SYNOPSIS

ACT I:  Early one evening, shortly after Grandpa Precious’ estate is 
settled.

ACT II:  The next morning.

For Preview Only.
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stakes and string 
PAULINE: paper with poem on it 
MACK/JACK: long rope to tie up INSPECTOR'S hands and 

their hands 
FRAN/JAMES: monster mask for each (use monkey or gorilla 

ones, as gory ones could frighten children needlessly 
when FRAN and JAMES walk through the audience 
wearing them) 

CLINKER: police style gun and handcuffs 
INSPECTOR: magnifying glass, large, thick book with 

envelope containing a letter 
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INSPECTOR DETECTOR AND
THE CASE OF THE PRECIOUS TREASURE 

By CHRISTOPHER GIESCHEN 

ACT ONE 

SETTING: The main stage is the foyer and living room area of 
the Precious mansion. Dress up the stage however you like, but 
at a minimum include: a table with a few chairs DOWN RIGHT; 
a couch STAGE LEFT; and a bookcase, real or painted on a 
flat, UPSTAGE FAR RIGHT. There is a phone on the table. A 
front door is slightly STAGE RIGHT of ce.nter between two 
upstage flats. A closet door with �n enclosed area behind it is 
slightly STAGE LEFT of center between two flats. A minimum of 
three flats is recommended. RIGHT of the front door is a 
painting of an outdoor scene. It needs to be the same size as 
the window, which is to the LEFT of the door. Painting these on 
the  f la ts is  the  easiest  way .to accomplish th is. 
ENTRANCES/EXITS are as follows: DOWN RIGHT and DOWN 
LEFT go to the East and West Wings, respectively; UP RIGHT 
leads to the kitchen; UP LEFT goes to still other rooms of the 
house. People also enter through the front door UPSTAGE. The 
sets of steps EXTREME DOWN RIGHT and EXTREME DOWN 
LEFT should lead into the theater aisles. The aisles represent 
the secret passageway of the Precious mansion. A separate 
small stage is used for the West Wing room the baroness 
occupies. It should be located at the far STAGE LEFT corner of 
the curtain. The room requires only a table and two chairs. A 
follow spot lights it. Characters exit and enter from behind the 
curtain. If this is not possible, the curtain can be closed and 
these scenes played in front of the curtain. 

AT RISE: Curtain is closed. INSPECTOR ENTERS at CENTER. 
Upon reaching stage edge, he takes out magnifying glass and 
examines the faces of several children in the audience. 

INSPECTOR: After gathering a considerable amount of data, I 
have come to the conclusion that you are all children. Am 
I correct? Excellent! Now to ascertain the reason for your 
presence here. Let's see now ... hmmmm ... bright 
lights above, curtain behind me, a stage at my feet. .. of 
course! You are here to see a play! Since you are here, I 
might as well tell you about a most interesting case that I 
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have just wrapped up. I call it "The Case of the Precious 
Treasure." Now to fill you in on some important facts. First 
of all, if a character talks to you, it is quite proper to 
answer back. Next, the aisles must be kept clear as a 
passage will wind its way through them. Finally, any 
ghosts or scary faces you see are all pretend. Are you 
ready? Let's have some data. Show me that you are 
ready. (Waits for applause, yelling, etc.) That is the 
evidence I seek. Let's begin! (EXITS through curtain 
middle. CURTAIN OPENS to reveal living room with door 
at UPSTAGE CENTER. FRAN ENTERS DOWN RIGHT 
from East Wing. With very squinty eyes, she scans 
audience. At stage edge she says . .. ) 

FRAN: Helllooooo? Anybody here? Where is the audience? 
(After they respond.) Oh, there you are. Can you help 
me? Where is the painting on the wall behind me? (After 
they help.) Why, thank you. By the way, my name is Fran. 
(Crosses to UPSTAGE window, thinking it to be the 
painting, which is really on other wall.) 

JAMES: (Hurries in DOWN RIGHT from East Wing. To 
audience.) Tell me, have any of you seen Fran? (Looks 
where directed.) Your assistance has been most helpful. I 
am James, at your service. (Slight bow.) Now if you'll 
excuse me. Fran, the East Wing is now ready. (Look of 
amazement on his face.) 

FRAN: Yes? Ready for whom, James? 
JAMES: Our guest. But what are you doing? 
FRAN: What does it look like I'm doing? I'm dusting the 

painting. 
JAMES: Yes, of course. 
FRAN: Really, James, you ought to consider having your eyes 

checked. You need glasses! (JAMES rolls eyes upwards. 
DOORBELL RINGS, but fancy chimes would be better if 
available.) 

JAMES: I shall answer it. (Opens door.) Why it's Miss Pauline 
Precious! How good it is to see you home! (Bows as she 
ENTERS with a large suitcase.) 

PAULINE: James, so nice to see you! (Gives him big hug, 
which embarrasses him.) Still wearing that same outfit, 
huh? Anyway, it's good to be ... home, James. (Says last 
two words as millionaire would say them to her chauffeur.) 

FRAN: Is that a Precious child I hear? (Crosses to her.) 
PAULINE: Oh, Fran, good to see you, too! (Another big hug 
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PRODUCTION NOTES 

COSTUMING 

INSPECTOR DETECTOR: white shirt and dark, thin tie, dress 
pants, and trench coat. Use two baseball caps, one 
frontwards and the other backwards, with dark green or 
brown brims to create the "Holmes " style of hat. The cap 
top may _need to be covered with matching cloth or felt to 

. cover up any baseball cap appearance. Must wear 
wristwatch and gun in shoulder holster. 

fRAN: wears stereotype maid outfit, white apron with maid 
cap is a nice touch. She'll also need a nightgown and 
bathrobe. 

JAMES: wears typical butler's suit, tailed coat adds to estate 
idea. 

PAULINE: will need overcoat and two changes of clothes, plus 
a nightgown and a bathrobe with slippers. 

BARONESS: will need same as PAULINE, however her outfits 
must befit the baroness concept. She also must wear a 
wig which is very different from her real hair color. 

JACK/MACK: wear ordinary, non-descript clothes. 
LOU: wears sunglasses, worn work jeans, white or blue 

workshirt, and a hardhat. Bandanna or neckerchief helps. 
CLINKER: wears suit and broad-brimmed hat ala 1950s 

detectives. 

PROPS LIST 

ACT ONE 
INSPECTOR: magnifying glass, notepad and pen 
FRAN: feather duster 
PAULINE: large suitcase, deed in coat pocket, flashlight 
BARONESS: deed looking very similar to PAULINE'S, 

blueprints of house 
CLINKER: picture and data sheet of GREEDY GERTIE 
JACK: ·big white sheet with two holes for eyes so he can see 

out, gun inside coat 

ACT TWO 
JACK: plastic baseball bat 
BARONESS: passport, JACK'S gun from before 
LOU: tripod, large, reeled tape measure (borrow one from a 

track coach), pencils, clipboard and papers, measuring 
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James will help you get started. Love you always, 
Grandpa." 

INSPECTOR: How noble of him to give you the gift of an 
education and security for the future. That truly is a 
treasure. Your future certainly looks brighter now. 

PAULINE: Perhaps even brighter than he expected. (She 
takes his arm.) 

INSPECTOR: (Smiling.) Yes, perhaps indeed. (They embrace 
as CURTAIN CLOSES. INSPECTOR ENTERS at 
CENTER. Addresses audience.) Did you have it all 
figured out? No doubt the result of your own good 
educations. Greedy Gertie's crime didn't pay, did it? But 
it might have, were it not for the educated characters who 
worked to foil her plans. I hope that you all enjoyed our 
little show, and remember Grandpa Precious's message: 
the most precious treasure of all is an education. 
Good-bye. 

End of Play 
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here.) Gosh, it's been years. I mean ... well ... 
JAMES: Yes, yes, Miss Pauline, we quite understand. You had 

your own life to live. With the passing of your grandfather, 
you are now sole heir of his estate, according to the will. 
Imagine, you now own all (Gesturing.) this. Do you have 
the deed to the property yet? 

PAULINE: Yes, I have it right here in my coat pocket. I know 
it's very important legally. (Sigh.) I'll sure miss Grandpa. 

FRAN: (Wistfully.) And you were his favorite granddaughter. 
PAULINE: Fran, I was his only granddaughter. Anyway, I'd like 

to get my things put away and--
JAMES: (Takes suitcase.) Of course. Your room is ready, if 

you would care to see it. Dinner will be served shortly. 
FRAN: Shortly? Since when did we hire midgets? 
PAULINE: You still have that great sense of humor. I'll be 

talking with you later. 
JAMES: This way, Miss Pauline. (Both EXIT DOWN RIGHT to 

East Wing. DOORBELL RINGS.) 
FRAN: I'll get it. (Goes to main door, opens it, hangs coat on 

BARONESS' finger, shuts door, crosses to closet, opens 
closet.) Yes? (Doorbell keeps ringing.) My, did it get dark 
quickly! Who is there? 

JAMES: (Running IN DOWN RIGHT from East Wing.) Good 
heavens, Fran, answer the door, not the closet! 

FRAN: What? Oh, yes, how silly of me. (Crosses to front door 
and opens it.) Yes? 

BARONESS: (Indignantly hands coat to FRAN.) I am the 
Baroness of Braunschweiger. I have come to claim my 
rightful property, this house! I am afraid you will have to 
vacate these premises at once! 

JAMES: See here, madam! This is the Precious property. It is 
owned by--

BARONESS: Rubbish! (Barges way IN.) I have the legal deed 
to this place. I am certain that you will find everything is in 
perfect order. (She gives him the deed.) 

FRAN: (Crosses to JAMES.) What is it, James? 
JAMES: It appears to be a deed, and it is dated earlier than 

the date of this house! 
BARONESS: Correct. (Grabs deed back.) Therefore, since I 

own the property, I also own what is on it. This house is 
mine! 

FRAN: (Pulls JAMES aside.) James, I don't believe her for a 
minute! Call the police. 
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JAMES: A most appropriate idea. (Crosses to phone on table.) 
BARONESS: (Crosses to couch and sits.) Suit yourselves. He 

will merely throw you out for trespassing on MY property. 
Ahahaha! 

FRAN: Tell me again, Baroness from where? 
BARONESS: I said Baroness of Braunschweiger. 
FRAN: (Moves closer to BARONESS.) Never heard of it. 

Where is it exactly? 
BARONESS: You wouldn't know. 
FRAN: (Moves right up to her.) I don't think you do either. 
BARONESS: Why, you little ... ! (Rises to throttle FRAN, who 

grabs her hands. They struggle briefly.) 
JAMES: (Clears his throat to stop them.) Police Chief Clinker 

will arrive momentarily. 
BARONESS: Well, since the deed has not yet been legally 

accepted, I suppose you may stay on for the night. 
However, at dawn I expect you to pack your bags. Now 
then, I shall require a room for my stay. 

FRAN: We've got a nice mud room in the basement. 
JAMES: (Aside to FRAN.) Now, Fran, we must not let her get 

the best of us. After all, the deed just might be legal. 
FRAN: (Big sigh.) Very well. (To BARONESS.) I'll show you to 

the West Wing master suite. (Aside.) As far as I'm 
concerned, she doesn't deserve any sweets! 

BARONESS: But I was thinking of the East Wing. The view is, 
well, more to my liking. (PAULINE ENTERS DOWN 
RIGHT from East Wing.) 

PAULINE: Who is she and what's going on here? 
JAMES: (More courageous.) That room is already occupied. 
BARONESS: (Almost argues, but then softens.) So it is. The 

West Wing then. 
FRAN: I'll get it ready. (EXITS DOWN LEFT to West Wing.) 
JAMES: Come, Miss Pauline. I shall inform you of potential 

bad tidings. (BOTH EXIT DOWN RIGHT to East wing.) 
BARONESS: (To audience.) Now that I am alone, it is time for 

my help to arrive. (Crosses to front door, opens it, calls in 
loud whisper.) Jack! Mack! Both of you get in here! 

JACK: (Speaks loudly upon EN TERING.) Well, here we are. 
MACK: (Even louder.) Boy! Get a load of this place! 
BARONESS: (Whacks both on noggins.) Be quiet, you fools! 

No one suspects me or your presence here. 
JACK: (Claps gleefully.) Presents? Oh, I just love presents, 

boss! 
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scare those two hoodlums. 
FRAN: He also discovered the treasure by solving the mystery 

poem your grandpa wrote. 
PAULINE: You figured it out?! 
INSPECTOR: I was just doing my job. 
PAULINE: And was it your job when you hugged me in the 

closet? 
INSPECTOR: I was just. .. er ... helping you feel secure. 
FRAN: Come, James, let's get rid of this stuff and leave these 

two alone. 
JAMES: Most certainly! (BOTH EXIT UP RIGHT to kitchen.) 
INSPECTOR: Have a seat. (PAULINE sits on couch.) Your 

grandpa hid a treasure hunt in his poem. (Pulling out 
sheet of paper again.) 
"On riches and wealth, some light this will shed. 
But in order to prosper, you must use your head. 
Look where I looked to see what has been said. 
For success lies with those who have a precious ed." 
Fran and James were of immense help with certain clues. I 
only provided the logic. The hunt ended at this book. 
Recognize it? 

PAULINE: Why it's Grandpa's book of quotes! 
INSPECTOR: Right. That's where he "looked to see what has 

been said." This book is full of sayings by famous people. 
Do you know, did he have any favorite quotes? 

PAULINE: Not really, but he did have some favorite sections, 
like friendship, work and education. 

INSPECTOR: (Hinting.) The poem ended by mentioning a 
"precious ed." 

PAULINE: (Snaps fingers.) Of course! Ed is short for 
education. 

INSPECTOR: I suggest you look under that heading. 
PAULINE: (Opens book.) Um . . .  here it is. One quotes is 

underlined and here's an envelope inside. 
INSPECTOR: Why don't you read the quote aloud. 
PAULINE: (Reads.) "Always love learning, for this is the key to 

wealth and it takes work to turn the key." 
INSPECTOR: Truer words were never spoken. 
PAULINE: There's a letter in this envelope. It says, "Pauline, I 

know you love to learn and you've worked hard during 
your schooling. A trust fund is all set up to be used at any 
college you choose. Once you obtain a Master's degree, 
the balance of the fund and the estate will be yours. 

25 
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wrote down some new numbers on a deed and changed 
some of the lot dimensions. I can even tell you what the 
original numbers were. 

LOU: I can verify that. (Loses accent.) Greedy here falsified 
her copy. 

INSPECTOR: Chief, she also has in her possession a forged 
passport. I'm certain the FBI will be able to handle that 
one. 

CLINKER: To be sure! Alright you three, let's go for a ride 
downtown. 

JACK: (As CLINKER leads BARONESS, MACK and JACK to 
front door EXIT UPSTAGE.) I just love downtown. 

MACK: Yeah, the lights are so pretty at night. 
GREEDY: Shut up. And wait! I must know about the treasure. 

Was there one at all? 
PAULINE: You can read about it in the paper. I hear prisons 

have excellent reading facilities. 
FRAN: I knew all along she was no baroness. 
PAULINE: Inspector, I don't know how to thank you. But 

before you go, I'd like to know everything you did. 
INSPECTOR: (Modestly.) Oh, it wasn't that much really. A few 

things here and there. 
LOU: Now who isn't telling the truth?! He was the one who 

arranged for me to come. Pauline, don't you recognize 
your old Aunt Louise? (Removes hard hat and 
sunglasses.) 

PAULINE: Is that you, Aunt Louise? (Suddenly knows it's her.) 
It is you! But when did you become a surveyor? 

LOU: After you left for college, your Uncle Charlie passed 
away. I always wanted to be a surveyor, so I went to trade 
school and got certified. The inspector here dug up my 
name from your family tree. That way, I could verify the 
deed and keep an eye on you at the same time. 

PAULINE: Thanks, Aunt Louise. I'll keep in touch much better 
from here on in. 

LOU: Great! Gotta run. New road going in up a ways from 
here. Bye! (She EXITS through front door UPSTAGE.) 

PAULINE: Nothing much, huh? 
INSPECTOR: (Suddenly shy.) Well. .. 
JAMES: He also performed several strokes of genius here. He 

solved the ghost mystery, as you recall, and uncovered 
the phoniness of that woman's passport. Finally, he 
planned it that Fran and I be disguised as monsters to 
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BARONESS: Call me Baroness, you nincompoop! 
JACK: Okay, Baroness you nincompoop. 
BARONESS: Ach! Never mind. You, Mack, hide in the closet. 

Listen to all conversations and tell me everything that is 
said. Jack, you come with me. 

MACK: Okay, boss. 
JACK: Hey! Don'cha remember? It's Baroness you 

nincompoop. 
BARONESS: It is Baroness only, you idiot! 
MACK: Okay, Baroness only you idiot. (To JACK.) Boy, she 

keeps changing it, don't she? 
BARONESS:- (To MACK with a shove.) Go! (To JACK.) Walk 

. this way, quickly! (She EXITS DOWN LEFT to West Wing 
ala Mae West. JACK shrugs shoulders and attempts to 
walk same way as she did. DOORBELL RINGS. JAMES 
and PAULINE ENTER DOWN RIGHT from East Wing.) 

PAULINE: Now who could that be? 
JAMES: I only hope it is ... (Opens door.) Chief Clinker! 
CLINKER: (Portraying a tough, no nonsense approach.) Got 

here as quickly as I could. What's the trouble, James? 
And who might you be, miss? 

JAMES: Please do come in. Allow me to present Miss Pauline 
Precious, sole heir of the Precious estate. Miss Pauline, 
this is Police Chief Clinker. (CLINKER ENTERS.) 

PAULINE: How do you do? (Shakes CLINKER'S hand. MACK 
sticks head out of closet. ObviouslY, no one sees him.) 

CLINKER: Not very well, I'm afraid. I've been busy tracking 
down a dangerously brilliant criminal. (MACK beams with 
pride.) 

PAULINE: Who is he? (MACK sticks head out further.) 
CLINKER: Not he, she! (MACK shows surprise.) It's Greedy 

Gertie. What's more, she's got two ruffians to help her. 
JAMES: Good gracious! Are they dangerous? (MACK 

vigorously nods head yes.) 
CLINKER: Are you kidding? The two are absolute idiots! 

(MACK shows shock and then anger.) Apparently, she's 
after the treasure that is said to be in this house 
somewhere. 

JAMES: Good heavens! I had no idea. Miss Pauline, I am 
afraid that your life is in great peril. I should never have-

PAULINE: (Crosses to JAMES.) Relax, James. I'm a big girl. I 
can take care of myself. But why not tell Chief Clinker 
what's going on here with the baroness and her deed? 
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JAMES: Yes, of course. If you would have a seat over here. 
(ALL move to couch.) This evening a baroness, whose 
authenticity I highly suspect, arrived and presented an 
alleged deed which predates the original deed now in 
Miss Paulina's possession. We would be forever in your 
debt if you could assist us. 

CLINKER: I'll see what I can do. First of all, let's look at your 
deed, Miss Pauline. 

PAULINE: Please, call me Pauline. I get "Miss Paulined" to 
death around here. (Winks at JAMES.) It's in my coat 
pocket in the closet. I'll go get it. (MACK looks horrified 
and shuts door quietly. PAULINE rises to get coat, FRAN 
ENTERS DOWN LEFT from West Wing.) 

FRAN: Oh, if I ever have to ready a room for a baroness 
again, I'll just die! (To PAULINE.) Here, dear, you sit 
down. What can I do for you? 

PAULINE: Thanks. I was going to get my coat from the closet. 
Chief Clinker wants to look at my deed which is in the 
pocket. 

CLINKER: (Pulling picture and paper from jacket pocket.) 
While we wait, I want you to study this picture and fact list 
about Greedy Gertie. (While all study photo, FRAN goes 
to closet, opens door. MACK holds out coat while covering 
face with other hand.) 

FRAN: Here you are. (She hands the coat to PAULINE.) Is the 
deed still there? (PAULINE gets deed and all study it. 
MACK sticks head out again.) 

CLINKER: Looks okay to me. Where is the baroness' deed? 
JAMES: She has it. I will obtain it for you. 
BARONESS: (ENTERS DOWN LEFT from West Wing.) That 

won't be necessary. (Polite tone here.) Ah, you must be 
Chief Clinker. You wish to examine my deed? (Places 
deed on table.) Here. One must always cooperate with the 
authorities. (As all study deeds, BARONESS gestures for 
MACK to sneak OUT DOWN LEFT. All MACK does is look 
where she points. Angered, she drags him STAGE LEFT 
by the ear. Commotion attracts others attention, she 
shoves MACK behind couch.) 

FRAN: What's all the ruckus, your "Highness"? 
BARONESS: It's Baroness! I merely caught my shoe on 

something. Proceed with your examinations. (They do, 
and she boots MACK OUT DOWN LEFT.) 

CLINKER: I'm afraid that I can't help you in this case. But I 
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end up scrambling down DOWN LEFT steps. FRAN and 
JAMES follow. BARONESS meanwhile has been sneaking 
through the "passage," and is now heading back towards 
the DOWN RIGHT steps. JACK and MACK run into her 
full tilt, scream and run up the steps ONSTAGE. 
BARONESS remains hidden on steps. FRAN and JAMES 
are in aisle behind BARONESS. LOU ENTERS DOWN 
RIGHT from East Wing as INSPECTOR and PAULINE 
emerge from the closet.) 

LOU: (Hearing JACK and MACK'S screams.) I'll get those two 
for ya! {She collars both guys and moves a bit UPSTAGE.) 

.BARONESS:· (ENTERS from passage with gun drawn.) I 
· believe this has gone far enough. Give me that Precious

treasure or I'll--
INSPECTOR: You better check behind you first. (FRAN and 

JAMES move up steps, ready to ENTER from DOWN 
RIGHT steps.) 

BARONESS: Imagine a clever detective like you using the 
oldest trick in the book. 

CLINKER: (ENTERS through front door with gun drawn.) 
Airight, nobody move! 

BARONESS: The only one who will move is you, Chief. Now 
put that gun down and kick it over here. (FRAN and 
JAMES, stilling wearing monster masks, now ENTER from 
passage very quietly behind BARONESS. JACK and 
MACK see them, scream and run to CLINKER to hide.) 

MACK/JACK: Help! Save us! (BARONESS turns, JAMES 
knocks gun from her, FRAN grabs her hands, and as they 
struggle, FRAN pulls off BARONESS' wig.) 

CLINKER: It's Greedy Gertie! I might'a known it was you! 
GREEDY: (As she's being cuffed.) Ya got nuthin' on me, 

copper! 
INSPECTOR: Chief, I suggest you ask these two souls what 

they have seen and heard before this caper started. 
CLINKER: Well, boys? 
MACK: I'll start. This lady (Points to GREEDY.) says to us, 

"How'd you like to help me find a treasure?" Then later 
she says, "I'll be .a baroness, and you two will be hidden 
in the house to take care of anyone who gets in the way." 
Next she--

CLINKER: That's enough for now. (To JACK.) What about 
you? 

JACK: I remember all the details of everything I read. She 
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JACK: I've got one of 'em. 
MACK: I got another one of 'em. 
BARONESS: I'll get the lights. (SPOTLIGHT UP on West Wing 

room to find JACK and MACK strangling each other.) Let's 
do this one more time and this time gel it right! 
(SPOTLIGHT OUT as they EXIT. Main STAGE LIGHTS 
UP. PAULINE and INSPECTOR are ONSTAGE.) 

PAULINE: I don't know how Lou got ahead of us. 
INSPECTOR: No time for that now. Quickly, get into that 

closet while I set up a diversion. (PAULINE scurries to 
closet as INSPECTOR crosses to DOWN LEFT steps and 
pretends to open secret passage door. After doing so, he 
also hides in closet.) 

JACK: (ENTERS behind BARONESS and MACK DOWN LEFT 
from West Wing.) Where'd they go? 

MACK: Search me. 
JACK: Why do that? Even I know they aren't under your 

clothes. 
BARONESS: Look! The secret passage door is open. They 

must be hiding in the secret passage. Let's sneak up on 
them and capture them. 

JACK: But what if they come out the other door? (Points to 
DOWN RIGHT steps.) 

BARONESS: (Dumbfounded.) An idea at last from that bitty 
brain of yours! You two go to that other door and hold it 
shut. I'll go this way and then it's treasure time. (As she 
EXITS down DOWN LEFT steps, JACK and MACK move 
to the DOWN RIGHT steps. INSPECTOR and PAULINE 
peek out to see FRAN and JAMES ENTER UP RIGHT 
from kitchen wearing monster masks. JAMES taps 
JACK'S shoulder.) 

JACK: (To MACK.) What do you want? 
MACK: Huh? Nothing. 
JACK: Well, then why did you tap me on the shoulder? 
MACK: I didn't touch your shoulder. (FRAN taps MACK'S 

shoulder.) And just what do you want? 
JACK: Nothin'. Why? 
MACK: Because you just tapped my shoulder. 
JACK: I did not! 
MACK: Well, if we aren't tapping each other's ... 
JACK: Then who did? (BOTH turn to see monsters "roaring" at 

them. Both scream for all they are worth. A mad-cap 
chase ensues around the stage. JACK and MACK should 
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know two who can. Our local surveyor will be able to 
check the boundary lines of each deed. The other is 
Inspector Detector. He always loves solving a good 
mystery and will provide some protection for you at the 
same time. I'll make the arrangements. Good evening to 
you. (To JAMES.) I'll see myself out. 

BARONESS: I, too, shall retire. (Crosses to pick up her own 
deed.) And to show how cooperative I'm being about all of 
this, I won't kick you off my property immediately. I will 
allow you to stay until this matter is settled, and then 
you'll have to leave. Good night. (She EXITS DOWN 
LEFT to West Wing.) 

FRAN: Night. I wouldn't wish her a good anything! 
PAULINE: Guess I'll turn in, too. Maybe tomorrow will bring 

better news. (EXITS DOWN RIGHT to East Wing.) 
FRAN: James, we must do something! Let's come up with a 

plan while we have some milk in the kitchen. 
JAMES: But you heard Chief Clinker. Help is on the way. 

(Picks up PAULINE'S deed.) We are here to assist. What 
could happen? 

FRAN: Just the same, there's something strange about that 
baroness. You and I know she's a fake. (To the audience.) 
You know that she's a fake, too, don't you? 

JAMES: I heartily agree. 
FRAN: Pauline thinks she's a big girl, but this Greedy Gertie 

sounds way out of her league. We simply must be on our 
toes. James, to the kitchen! (Promptly heads UPSTAGE 
LEFT.) 

JAMES: Fran? The kitchen is this way. (Guides her physically 
UPSTAGE RIGHT.) 

FRAN: What? Oh, yes. As I said, James, to the kitchen! (Both 
EXIT UP RIGHT. STAGE LIGHTS OUT. SPOTLIGHT UP 
on West Wing room. Blueprints lay on the table. 
BARONESS paces back and forth. JACK and MACK are 
seated on chairs.) BARONESS: We must get them all out 
of this house tonight! But first I must know what was said. 
Mack, tell me everything you heard. 

MACK: That's easy for me, 'cuz I gotta photographic memory. 
JACK: Oh, that's nothin'. Boss says I gotta memory like a 

sieve. 
MACK: A sieve? Don't strain yourself, hyuk, hyuk! 
BARONESS: If you would please cease this mindless chatter! 

Mack, everything you remember. 
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MACK: Well, les'see now. The first thing I remember is my 
mom saying, "Take my hand. We are going for a walk." 
Then she said, "Would you like some candy?" 
(BARONESS realizes what he is doing and throttles him.) 

BARONESS: Listen, just tell me what you heard while you 
were in that closet tonight. 

MACK: Well, why didn't you say so? First, the girl says, "Now 
who could that be?" A man says, " I only hope it is ... 
Chief Clinker!" Then the chief says, "Got here as quickly 
as I could." 

BARONESS: This is fine, but can you edit what you heard? 
(MACK nods.) Only tell me the important things you 
heard. 

MACK: The chief called Jack and me idiots. (JACK is 
shocked.) 

BARONESS: (Gritting her teeth.) What about this HOUSE? 
MACK: Oh, something about a treasure. 
BARONESS: (Triumphant shout.) Ahal I knew it! Word has it 

that a treasure is hidden somewhere in the East Wing. 
Now to get our plans into action. First, we must scare that 
Pauline girl out of this house. (Unrolls blueprints and lays 
them on table.) Here, these plans will help. (SPOT FADES 
OUT AND DIM/BLUE NIGHTTIME LIGHTING ON main 
stage. PAULINE ENTERS DOWN RIGHT, wearing 
bathrobe and slippers and carrying a flashlight.) 

PAULINE: I just can't sleep. Perhaps reading a good book will 
help. When I was little, Grandpa used to read me stories. 
Later on, I read his copies of the classics like Tom 
Sawyer, Ivanhoe, and Treasure Island--

BARONESS: (ENTERS DOWN LEFT, carrying blueprints, as 
PAULINE is speaking. She also wears a bathrobe.) Yes, 
TREASURE Island! A most interesting literary work. 

PAULINE: (Startled.) Baroness! What brings you here? 
BARONESS: Just wandering about. This house is quite 

charming at night. 
PAULINE: Well, don't get any ideas about my deed. James 

has it locked away. 
BARONESS: My child! I wouldn't dream of doing anything. In 

time the authorities will simply--
PAULINE: If my grandpa were still alive he would-
BARONESS: (Interrupting.) He would have told you about the 

secret passage behind (Points at DOWNSTAGE LEFT 
steps leading to stage.) that corner wall. 
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MACK: But you can't do any. You're all tied up. 
INSPECTOR: The knots you guys did look okay, but if you 

undo them slowly so I can see how you did them, I'll be 
able to show you a nifty trick. 

JACK: Okay. Here, watch this. (Begins to untie him.) 
MACK: Hey, the boss said not to let him escape. (BOTH look 

disappointed.) 
INSPECTOR: True, she did say that. But she never said you 

couldn't untie me. 
MACK: That's right, she never did say that. 
JACK: (BOTH faces brighten here.) So let's do it! (BOTH untie 

him.). 
INSPECTOR: Now if you'll both sit down here, I'll show you 

some dandy knots. (BOTH sit front to front in the two 
chairs.) 

MACK/JACK: Ready when you are! 
INSPECTOR: (Talks as he ties the two together.) First, you 

both need to put your hands up and together in front of 
you. Watch closely now, this is a slip knot. Then use two 
double half-hitches, a square knot, and top it all off with a 
sheet-bend, double bowline. The trick I told you about 
comes now. JACK: Ooooo! What is it? 

INSPECTOR: I will disappear. Close your eyes and count to 
ten. (As they count aloud, mixing up numbers and 
discussing which comes next, he sneaks away.) 

MACK: Uh ... nine ... 
JACK: And ten! 
MACK: (BOTH open eyes.) Hey, he's gone! 
JACK: Boy, is he good! 
BARONESS: (ENTERS with PAULINE and INSPECTOR at 

gunpoint.) You morons! I will have to do everything myself 
from here on. (To PAULINE and INSPECTOR.) Now you 
two, untie them. (They do so.) I guess I'll just have to--

LOU: (Barges way in.) Comin' through! Make way! 
(BARONESS hides gun behind back.) Hold this tape 
measure here, Baroness. (LOU walks over to imaginary 
wall.) Now to check the lights. 

BARONESS: What on earth?! 
LOU: Run, you guys! (LOU throws imaginary switch and she, 

INSPECTOR and PAULINE EXIT as SPOTLIGHT goes 
OUT.) 

BARONESS: Grab them you fools! (Much scuffling in 
darkness.) 
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get that brat Pauline up here, and we'll keep doing this 
until they're all are tied up. Finally we will start looking for 
that treasure! You two wait here. (BARONESS EXITS.) 

JACK: Boy; I hope the boss knows what she's doing. 
MACK: Yeah. Say, what happened when she fell? 
JACK: Was I ever in for a surprise! She landed on me and I 

thought she was that stupid girl, so I went to conk her 
one. But the boss jumped up and bashed me one on the 
noggin first! 

MACK: Hey, I think she's coming back already! (ENTER . 
BARONESS with INSPECTOR at gunpoint.) 

INSPECTOR: Well, well, well! I think James ought to call the 
exterminator. This place has rats. 

JACK: Huh? (Looks around.) I don't remember seeing any. 
INSPECTOR: (To BARONESS.) Ah yes, good help IS so hard 

to find these days. 
BARONESS: Shut up and sit in that chair. You two, tie him up! 

(After a hasty tying up.) Now, just keep a watch on him. 
JACK: (Inspects INSPECTOR'S wrist.) He already has one. 
BARONESS: I mean keep a gun on him! 
MACK: (Looks under trench coat.) Yep, he's got one of those, 

too. 
BARONESS: (Exasperated.) Wait here, and do not let him 

escape! (EXITS.) 
INSPECTOR: So which one of you is the brains behind this 

outfit? 
MACK/JACK: I am. He is not! I AM SO! LIAR! (Lines said 

together louder and louder.) 
INSPECTOR: I see. Gentlemen ... Ahem! (They stop.) Thank 

you. First of all, brains have differing talents. For example, 
one might be good in reading, another excels in art. 

MACK: In that case, my talented brain remembers everything I 
hear. 

INSPECTOR: A phonographic memory. Interesting. 
JACK: Well, mine is different. I remember everything I.saw. 
INSPECTOR: Most people remember things they have seen. 
JACK: No, I mean written down stuff like books or papers-
INSPECTOR: Or deeds? 
JACK: If I seen it, I remember every detail. 
INSPECTOR: Most intriguing. My talent concerns rope tricks. 
MACK: Rope tricks. You mean like magic? 
INSPECTOR: In a way, yes. 
JACK: Oh goody! I love magic. 
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PAULINE: What? How did you know about something like 
that? 

BARONESS: I make it my business to investigate my 
possessions. Here, look at these plans. (Puts blueprints 
on table.) 

PAULINE: But where did you get those? 
BARONESS: It doesn't matter. But, go on, why not see where 

the passage leads? Maybe you'll find the treasure. But of 
course, if you are afraid, I will go. 

PAULINE: Wait! I'll go. But first. .. (Crosses to UPSTAGE 
RIGHT and EXITS calling.) Fran! Fran! 

BA�.ONESS:. (After PAULINE is OUT. Stage whisper.) Jacki 
Come here at once! 

JACK: (ENTERS DOWN LEFT carrying a sheet.) Right here. 
But what's with the sheet? 

BARONESS: You're going to be the ghost that haunts this 
house. Hide in this passage here. When that prissy 
Pauline is in the secret passage, scare her out of this 
house! Then the treasure will be mine!· (Gives him a 
shove to DOWN LEFT steps. He pantomimes opening 
secre't door, stepping in and closing door behind him. 
Goes down steps and crouches behind them. FRAN and 
PAULINE ENTER from UPSTAGE RIGHT. PAULINE still 
carries the flashlight. FRAN, too, wears a bathrobe.) 

FRAN: What's this about a passage? 
PAULINE: Look! See lhat doorway? 
FRAN: I don't see why this just can't wait until morning. 
BARONESS: Very well, then I shall enter the passage. 
FRAN: Not so fast, your "Uppity-ness." (Sarcastic.) You 

certainly wouldn't want to dirty your dainty little tootsies. 
I'll go. 

PAULINE: Hey, this is my house, at least so far. I'll be the one 
to go. Besides, I now remember snooping down there 
once. Was Grandpa ever mad! Don't worry, Fran, I've got 
a flashlight. (PAULINE pantomimes opening door, EXITS 
down steps to aisle of audience. STAGE LIGHTS OUT 
and FOLLOW SPOT or DIM HOUSE LIGHTS ON. When 
halfway up the aisle, JACK, wearing full ghost sheet, 
starts out after her.) Boy, sure is dark and quiet down 
here. It's just like I remember it. (JACK trips over 
something and lets out a yelp.) What was that? I thought I 
heard something. (She moves on.) Well, no sign of any 
treasure. (Jack closes in as PAULINE heads back down 
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have just wrapped up. I call it "The Case of the Precious 
Treasure." Now to fill you in on some important facts. First 
of all, if a character talks to you, it is quite proper to 
answer back. Next, the aisles must be kept clear as a 
passage will wind its way through them. Finally, any 
ghosts or scary faces you see are all pretend. Are you 
ready? Let's have some data. Show me that you are 
ready. (Waits for applause, yelling, etc.) That is the 
evidence I seek. Let's begin! (EXITS through curtain 
middle. CURTAIN OPENS to reveal living room with door 
at UPSTAGE CENTER. FRAN ENTERS DOWN RIGHT 
from East Wing. With very squinty eyes, she scans 
audience. At stage edge she says . .. ) 

FRAN: Helllooooo? Anybody here? Where is the audience? 
(After they respond.) Oh, there you are. Can you help 
me? Where is the painting on the wall behind me? (After 
they help.) Why, thank you. By the way, my name is Fran. 
(Crosses to UPSTAGE window, thinking it to be the 
painting, which is really on other wall.) 

JAMES: (Hurries in DOWN RIGHT from East Wing. To 
audience.) Tell me, have any of you seen Fran? (Looks 
where directed.) Your assistance has been most helpful. I 
am James, at your service. (Slight bow.) Now if you'll 
excuse me. Fran, the East Wing is now ready. (Look of 
amazement on his face.) 

FRAN: Yes? Ready for whom, James? 
JAMES: Our guest. But what are you doing? 
FRAN: What does it look like I'm doing? I'm dusting the 

painting. 
JAMES: Yes, of course. 
FRAN: Really, James, you ought to consider having your eyes 

checked. You need glasses! (JAMES rolls eyes upwards. 
DOORBELL RINGS, but fancy chimes would be better if 
available.) 

JAMES: I shall answer it. (Opens door.) Why it's Miss Pauline 
Precious! How good it is to see you home! (Bows as she 
ENTERS with a large suitcase.) 

PAULINE: James, so nice to see you! (Gives him big hug, 
which embarrasses him.) Still wearing that same outfit, 
huh? Anyway, it's good to be ... home, James. (Says last 
two words as millionaire would say them to her chauffeur.) 

FRAN: Is that a Precious child I hear? (Crosses to her.) 
PAULINE: Oh, Fran, good to see you, too! (Another big hug 
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PRODUCTION NOTES 

COSTUMING 

INSPECTOR DETECTOR: white shirt and dark, thin tie, dress 
pants, and trench coat. Use two baseball caps, one 
frontwards and the other backwards, with dark green or 
brown brims to create the "Holmes " style of hat. The cap 
top may _need to be covered with matching cloth or felt to 

. cover up any baseball cap appearance. Must wear 
wristwatch and gun in shoulder holster. 

fRAN: wears stereotype maid outfit, white apron with maid 
cap is a nice touch. She'll also need a nightgown and 
bathrobe. 

JAMES: wears typical butler's suit, tailed coat adds to estate 
idea. 

PAULINE: will need overcoat and two changes of clothes, plus 
a nightgown and a bathrobe with slippers. 

BARONESS: will need same as PAULINE, however her outfits 
must befit the baroness concept. She also must wear a 
wig which is very different from her real hair color. 

JACK/MACK: wear ordinary, non-descript clothes. 
LOU: wears sunglasses, worn work jeans, white or blue 

workshirt, and a hardhat. Bandanna or neckerchief helps. 
CLINKER: wears suit and broad-brimmed hat ala 1950s 

detectives. 

PROPS LIST 

ACT ONE 
INSPECTOR: magnifying glass, notepad and pen 
FRAN: feather duster 
PAULINE: large suitcase, deed in coat pocket, flashlight 
BARONESS: deed looking very similar to PAULINE'S, 

blueprints of house 
CLINKER: picture and data sheet of GREEDY GERTIE 
JACK: ·big white sheet with two holes for eyes so he can see 

out, gun inside coat 

ACT TWO 
JACK: plastic baseball bat 
BARONESS: passport, JACK'S gun from before 
LOU: tripod, large, reeled tape measure (borrow one from a 

track coach), pencils, clipboard and papers, measuring 
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stakes and string 
PAULINE: paper with poem on it 
MACK/JACK: long rope to tie up INSPECTOR'S hands and 

their hands 
FRAN/JAMES: monster mask for each (use monkey or gorilla 

ones, as gory ones could frighten children needlessly 
when FRAN and JAMES walk through the audience 
wearing them) 

CLINKER: police style gun and handcuffs 
INSPECTOR: magnifying glass, large, thick book with 

envelope containing a letter 
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INSPECTOR DETECTOR AND
THE CASE OF THE PRECIOUS TREASURE 

By CHRISTOPHER GIESCHEN 

ACT ONE 

SETTING: The main stage is the foyer and living room area of 
the Precious mansion. Dress up the stage however you like, but 
at a minimum include: a table with a few chairs DOWN RIGHT; 
a couch STAGE LEFT; and a bookcase, real or painted on a 
flat, UPSTAGE FAR RIGHT. There is a phone on the table. A 
front door is slightly STAGE RIGHT of ce.nter between two 
upstage flats. A closet door with �n enclosed area behind it is 
slightly STAGE LEFT of center between two flats. A minimum of 
three flats is recommended. RIGHT of the front door is a 
painting of an outdoor scene. It needs to be the same size as 
the window, which is to the LEFT of the door. Painting these on 
the  f la ts is  the  easiest  way .to accomplish th is. 
ENTRANCES/EXITS are as follows: DOWN RIGHT and DOWN 
LEFT go to the East and West Wings, respectively; UP RIGHT 
leads to the kitchen; UP LEFT goes to still other rooms of the 
house. People also enter through the front door UPSTAGE. The 
sets of steps EXTREME DOWN RIGHT and EXTREME DOWN 
LEFT should lead into the theater aisles. The aisles represent 
the secret passageway of the Precious mansion. A separate 
small stage is used for the West Wing room the baroness 
occupies. It should be located at the far STAGE LEFT corner of 
the curtain. The room requires only a table and two chairs. A 
follow spot lights it. Characters exit and enter from behind the 
curtain. If this is not possible, the curtain can be closed and 
these scenes played in front of the curtain. 

AT RISE: Curtain is closed. INSPECTOR ENTERS at CENTER. 
Upon reaching stage edge, he takes out magnifying glass and 
examines the faces of several children in the audience. 

INSPECTOR: After gathering a considerable amount of data, I 
have come to the conclusion that you are all children. Am 
I correct? Excellent! Now to ascertain the reason for your 
presence here. Let's see now ... hmmmm ... bright 
lights above, curtain behind me, a stage at my feet. .. of 
course! You are here to see a play! Since you are here, I 
might as well tell you about a most interesting case that I 
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INSPECTOR DETECTOR AND THE
CASE OF THE PRECIOUS TREASURE

BOOK BY CHRISTOPHER GIESCHEN

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of lines

INSPECTOR  DETECTOR .......the hero, ala Sherlock Holmes 67

THE BARONESS OF
 BRAUNSCHWEIGER ........the villainess 100

PAULINE PRECIOUS .............the heroine, kind and brave 63

JAMES ................................butler of the Precious mansion,  44 
older, rather formal, but not stuck-up

FRAN ..................................the maid of the Precious mansion, 48 
very near-sighted; tough old lady   
when the need arises

JACK ..................................helps the baroness,dumber than 46 
a doornail

MACK .................................another, even dumber 40

CHIEF CLINKER ...................police chief, no nonsense 16 
approach (male or female)

LOU....................................surveyor, in reality is Pauline’s aunt 30

SYNOPSIS

ACT I:  Early one evening, shortly after Grandpa Precious’ estate is 
settled.

ACT II:  The next morning.
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